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Heimdal
Releases

- Heimdal 1.3.x series
- 1.3.3 today
- Heimdal 1.4 "soon"
Heimdal 1.3.3

• Released today
• Security fixes NULL de-reference
  • in KDC
  • in GSS-API server
• Bug fixes
Heimdal 1.4

- Native WIN 32 support
- Support for reading MIT database directly
- Bug fixes - about 550 commits
- KCM is polished up
- Table driven ASN.1 compiler, smaller!
Heimdal 1.4

- More complete mechglue support
- SPNEGO fixes
- More GSS-API documentation
Heimdal 1.4

- Debug logging support in GSS-API and krb5 framework
Heimdal 1.4

- libtomfastmath for BN
- More NTLM and cram-md5, digest-md5 support
- NTLM first class citizen, credentials stored in KCM
- Drop MD2 support
Heimdal 1.4

- buildbot
- easier testing
- build hosts welcome